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Introduction and summary
The U.S. Supreme Court handed down a decision in Janus v. American Federation
of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) that limits the freedom of
millions of government workers to come together in unions in order to bargain for
decent wages and benefits and have a voice on the job. The 5-4 ruling is the latest
salvo in a decades-long attack on unions led by conservative lawmakers and corporate lobbyists—an effort that harms all working Americans since strong unions are
central in building the middle class.
The Janus decision overturns a precedent established more than 40 years ago in Abood
v. Detroit Board of Education, a ruling that protected the power of states to enact strong
public sector bargaining laws that promoted labor peace and prevented “freeriding” by
nonmembers of public-sector unions—which happens when nonmembers benefit from
union gains without paying for them.1 Under the previous precedent, no one could be
forced to be a member of a union or to pay any dues to a political cause that they did
not support. However, many states permitted government workers covered by a union
contract to refuse union membership and pay “fair share” fees that covered only the cost
of workplace bargaining and contract administration, rather than the full cost of dues.
The Janus decision creates a perverse incentive for workers not to join unions since
they can now receive all the benefits of unionization without having to pay the cost
of negotiating for those benefits. Unions, however, are still obligated to represent all
individuals in a bargaining unit, regardless of whether they are union members. And if
membership rates fall as a consequence of the Janus decision, public sector unions will
have less leverage to bargain for decent wages and benefits. Indeed, research shows that
the typical full-time worker in states with so-called right-to-work laws—which extend
the same provisions to private sector workers—are paid $1,500 less per year.2
This report provides state and local policymakers with guidance on how to combat
this attack on workers’ rights, offering policies to ensure that public sector workers
are free to come together in strong unions.
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This is not the first time the conservative lawmakers and lobby groups who backed
the Janus case have worked to undermine workers’ ability to advocate for themselves
in the American economy and democracy. In recent years, the same groups backed
Harris v. Quinn—a case in which conservative Supreme Court justices eliminated
the ability of states to require fair share fees for unionized public sector home care
workers—and successfully championed legislation in Wisconsin and Iowa preventing nearly all public sector bargaining.3
Other states have passed legislation to chip away at the number of public sector workers who are allowed to bargain, limit what they can bargain over, pre-empt progressive
municipal lawmakers from raising local workplace standards, and enact private sector
right-to-work laws.4 So it should come as no surprise that the corporate lobby group
backing Janus—the Koch brothers-funded National Right to Work Foundation and its
associated National Right to Work Committee—also supported the passage of many
of these anti-union laws.5
These attacks should matter to all working people since unions help fight racial and
economic disparities and are essential to building a strong middle class. In communities where unions are strong, all workers—regardless of union status—earn higher
pay; low-income children have a better shot of climbing out of poverty as adults; and
more people get out to vote.6 Moreover, public sector workers are increasingly using
their negotiating power to support the broader needs of their communities, such as
smaller class sizes in schools, full funding of essential government services, and the
end to unfair deals with Wall Street firms.7
Despite this, union membership rates have been in decline since the middle of the
last century as attacks on bargaining rights have escalated. Today, just 11 percent of
American workers are union members.8 Indeed, the decline of unions between 1973
and 2007 explains up to one-third of rising wage inequality among men and onefifth among women, according to sociologists Bruce Western and Jake Rosenfeld.9
And recent actions, including the Harris v. Quinn decision and the rollback of collective bargaining protections in several Midwestern states, have led to significant
reductions in public sector unionization rates.10
Despite these ongoing attacks, American workers continue to fight for a voice on the
job. From home care workers to charter school teachers to low-wage workers in the
Fight for $15 movement, those outside of traditional bargaining structures are increasingly demanding a voice on a job.11 In a 2017 survey, nearly half of respondents said
that they would join a union if given the opportunity to do so.12
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Moreover, teachers and other school employees in states with weak collective bargaining
laws, no striker protections, and abysmal salaries are increasingly walking off the job to
demand pay raises and increases in state funding for schools.13 This willingness to push
the boundaries of the law in order to win better working conditions echoes the public
sector radicalism that led to the creation of the first state and local laws recognizing
government workers’ bargaining rights. Indeed, the centrist author of the Abood decision, former Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart, noted: “The governmental interests
advanced by the agency-shop provision in the Michigan statute are much the same as
those promoted by similar provisions in federal labor law ... The desirability of labor
peace is no less important in the public sector, nor is the risk of ‘free riders’ any smaller.”14
Notably, support from the general public and even from local management has helped
teachers’ unions win improvements as a result of this latest round of strikes.15 In an
April 2018 Ipsos/NPR poll, just 26 percent of Americans agreed with the statement
that “public school teachers are paid fairly.”16 Moreover, three-quarters of the poll’s
respondents said that public school teachers have a right to strike. Without new laws
to ensure that workers are able to bargain effectively within the system, it is likely that
these sorts of strikes and work stoppages will continue.
Indeed, lawmakers who care about workers must also care about unions and fight
to ensure workers can exercise their voice on the job. At the federal level, Congress
should enact legislation to extend bargaining rights to all government workers and
strengthen federal law in many of the ways described in this report.17 However, despite
the Janus decision and the recent increase in teacher strike activity, under the current
leadership of Congress and the White House, federal action is unlikely.
Yet state and local jurisdictions have considerable power to raise standards for workers
and are increasingly taking actions to do so. In 2017, the Center for American Progress
Action Fund published a report focusing on ways that state and local governments can
strengthen worker power and raise wages in the private sector.18
This report provides a comparable policy primer on how to increase power for state and
local government workers. It discusses the history of government interventions to allow
public sector workers to bargain; outlines the positive benefits of strong public sector
unions to all working families; and, most importantly, proposes concrete changes that
cities and states can adopt in order to support public employees’ bargaining rights.
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Specifically, pro-worker state and local policymakers should enact laws to:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure new public employees learn about the benefits of union membership
Allow unions to communicate with workers through modern and convenient means
Modernize union dues collection
Strengthen workers’ power at the bargaining table
Recognize the ability of unions to provide needed goods

Nearly 60 years ago, state and local policymakers helped to chart the path for government workers to come together in unions. In the wake of the Janus decision, these
rights are increasingly under threat. This report aims to provide a way forward for
worker advocates and policymakers to ensure that public sector workers in the 21st
century can continue to exercise their voice on the job.

5 policies to support strong public sector unions
at the state and local levels
1. Ensure new public employees learn about the benefits of union membership

Enact policies to ensure that, during official new hire orientations, workers receive training
about their rights under the law and the benefits of unionization. Orientations should also
explain the existing collective bargaining agreement and provide opportunities for new
members to become involved in the union. Policies should create mandatory minimum
union orientation requirements or require that unions and employers come to a mutual
agreement on the structure and duration of the training.
2. Allow unions to communicate with workers through modern and convenient means

Permit workers to sign up for union membership electronically and require public employers to provide unions necessary contact information for workers, including cellphone
numbers and email addresses. To protect workers’ privacy, contact information should be
accessible only to the exclusive representative of a worker or to labor organizations during
organizing drives. Policymakers should also facilitate worksite access for worker representatives by allowing union meetings to occur at worksites; ensuring union leaders can
access worksites without prior approval; and granting unions access to worksite bulletin
boards, mail and email, as well as allowing union information to be posted on human
resources platforms.
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3. Modernize union dues collection

Allow all public employees to pay dues through payroll deduction and oppose any efforts
to limit these rights. Beyond the basic right to dues deduction, states should also enact
policies to require efficient processing of dues deduction requests and to ensure that workers can sign up for dues deduction by modern and efficient means, including electronically
and via telephone. In addition, lawmakers can bolster reliable and regular dues payments
by requiring workers to commit to pay dues for a full year at a time or by affirmatively allowing unions and employers to negotiate over this issue.
4. Strengthen workers’ power at the bargaining table

Equalize power between workers and employers and allow for more productive bargaining
by strengthening contract dispute resolution procedures and granting workers the right
to strike. Policymakers should permit government workers that are not essential to public
safety to legally strike and ban permanent striker replacements. In addition, policymakers
should require employers and workers to submit to mandatory mediation and binding
arbitration if contract negotiations run past a fixed period of time.
5. Recognize the ability of unions to provide needed goods

Recognize the role of unions in delivering high-quality workforce training and benefits and
helping to enforce workplace protections. State and local governments can enable unions
to provide high-quality training by instituting essential training requirements for specific
occupations; requiring all government workers to receive training on universally-needed
skills; and securing dedicated funding for joint labor-management training partnerships to
administer these programs. In addition, labor-management partnerships should be used
to help workers obtain new or better benefits than those provided by direct employers or
to combat wage theft and other workplace violations by including community and worker
organizations in enforcement efforts.
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The fight for public sector unions
Today, government workers are central to the labor movement, representing nearly
half of all union members.19 Yet this was not always the case. Excluded from the
National Labor Relations Act of 1935, public sector unions represented only a small
portion of government workers until the second half of the last century.20 This all
changed beginning in the middle half of the last century as state and local policymakers reacted to an increasingly militant unionized government workforce by recognizing
their right to collectively bargain.
The history of public sector unionism is worth examining for two reasons. First, public
sector unions changed the face of unions, organizing an increasingly diverse group of
workers beginning in the middle half of the last century and working with civil rights
leaders to challenge the economic and racial power structures of the United States. As
a result, today’s union members reflect the growing diversity of the nation as a whole.
Second, the history of public sector bargaining provides an example of how state and
local policymakers today can support the country’s diverse working class. While state
and local government workers never won collective bargaining protections at the
federal level, worker advocates and progressive policymakers in many cities and states
have collaborated over the last six decades to test new ways of organizing and adopt
innovative policies to allow government workers a voice on the job.
Prior to the late 1950s, public sector workers had no protected rights to negotiate
collectively with their employers and, too often, little redress for unsafe or otherwise
poor working conditions. Progressive reformers in many communities had successfully lobbied for a civil service system that helped to equalize pay and prevent
nepotism, while public sector unions engaged in worker training and even informal
negotiations with employers.21 However, these actions were no match for the power
of private sector unions at the bargaining table.
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Private sector workers’ wages were booming during the economic expansion of the
1950s and 1960s, in large part due to strong unions. Public sector workers were falling behind, receiving lower wages, often lacking Social Security coverage, and paying
more for benefits.22 According the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, in 1960, the
average annual wage of a manufacturing worker was 20 percent higher than that of a
government employee.23
This gap motivated workers to join public sector unions, and government unions were
increasingly recruiting and representing a more diverse cross section of American
workers. While early public sector unionism had been dominated by a professional
class in smaller cities and towns, unions such as the American Federation of State,
County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME); the American Federation of Teachers
(AFT); the National Education Association (NEA); and the Service Employees
International Union (SEIU) were increasingly organizing blue-collar workers, workers
of color, women, and urban residents.
In his research on the rise of AFSCME, labor historian Joseph E. Hower documents
how many of these workers—frustrated by low pay, discrimination, and poor working
conditions—wanted full bargaining rights and were willing to protest with walkouts,
demonstrations, and illegal wildcat strikes.24
By the decade’s end, progressive state and local leaders began to respond to this growing
pressure. In 1957, reformist Philadelphia Mayor Richardson Dilworth (D) recognized
AFSCME as the official bargaining unit of nonuniformed municipal workers.25 One year
later, New York City Mayor Robert F. Wagner (D) responded to a series of strikes and
demonstrations by issuing an executive order recognizing unions as employee representatives and committing the city to engage in collective bargaining.26 And, in 1959,
Wisconsin became the first state to recognize government workers’ right to bargain. 27
During the decades that followed, government workers flooded into unions, winning
state and local laws allowing them to bargain. Between 1960 and 1976, union density
among state and local government employees grew from 5 percent to nearly 40 percent.28
At the time, support for public sector collective bargaining rights was not limited
to Democrats. For example, in 1965, Michigan’s Republican governor, George W.
Romney, signed the state’s Public Employee Relations Act into law.29 Three years later,
then-Gov. Ronald Reagan (R-CA) signed into law California’s Meyers-Milias-Brown
Act to grant government workers collective bargaining rights.30 And, in 1969, President
Richard Nixon used his executive authority to expand on Kennedy-era protections of
bargaining rights for federal government workers.31
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As government unions became more diverse, public sector union members and
leadership increasingly saw economic justice as intrinsically linked to racial justice and
gender equity. Indeed, 2018 marks the 50th anniversary of the Memphis sanitation
workers’ strike.32 After Echol Cole and Robert Walker were crushed to death in a malfunctioning garbage truck in February 1968, Memphis’ African American sanitation
workers staged an unplanned wildcat strike to protest deplorable working conditions
and demand safety improvements as well as higher pay.33
The workers, who were affiliated with AFSCME but never recognized by the city,
had previously engaged in unsuccessful actions. Officials in the segregated city were
recalcitrant, and national leadership feared that this strike would yield the same as
the past. However, as the strike dragged on, organizers and the American public
grew to understand that this was a fight for both labor and civil rights.34 AFSCME
worked with civil rights leaders, such as Rev. James Lawson, to organize support
from the broader African American community.35 Workers on the picket line carried
signs that declared “I am a man” and won the nation’s attention after Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. joined their cause.
The strike aligned with King’s new Poor People’s Campaign, which called for a radical shift in the distribution of economic power. King was a long-time supporter of
organized labor, arguing that the needs of the African American community were
“identical with labor’s needs.”36 Speaking before a crowd of sanitation workers on
March 18, 1968, he declared: “You are here tonight to demand that Memphis will do
something about the conditions that our brothers face as they work day in and day out
for the well-being of the total community … You are here to demand that Memphis
will see the poor.”37 King returned to Memphis two weeks later. Hours after delivering
his famous “Mountaintop” speech, he was martyred.38 In the days that followed, thenPresident Lyndon B. Johnson sent an undersecretary of labor to resolve the strike.39
Facing mounting national pressure, the city agreed to workers’ demands of higher
wages, improved workplace protections, and recognition of their union.40
The agreement, which raised standards for a group of workers who had long been
voiceless, was a historic win for both the civil rights and labor movements and helped to
propel a wave of organizing drives among sanitation workers. By the late 1960s, Hower
estimates, African American workers accounted for a third of AFSCME’s membership.41
Indeed, public sector unions at the end of the last century helped to change the
racial and gender composition of the labor movement and often engaged in crossmovement activism.
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Women flooded into the AFT and the NEA, and, in the 1970s and 1980s, feminist labor
organizers such as Maxine Jenkins helped to initiate efforts at SEIU and AFSCME locals
in California in an effort to close the gender wage gap in government work.42
The AFT and the NEA recruited African American teachers throughout the country—
including in the segregated South during the 1950s and 1960s.43 During this period,
the AFT and its affiliates desegregated the union; filed an amicus brief supporting the
desegregation of schools in Brown v. Board of Education; and organized their members
to teach in Mississippi freedom schools.44
Like AFSCME, teachers’ unions were becoming increasingly militant in their fight for
labor rights. According to labor historian John Lyons, teachers participated in more
than 1,000 strikes between July 1960 and June 1974.45 This activism largely paid off,
with nearly three-quarters of America’s public school teachers covered by a union
contract by the end of the 1970s.46
For example, in 1970, Minneapolis teachers violated a court order to strike for better
pay and stronger collective bargaining rights. Ultimately, the Minnesota teachers
won on all counts, reaching a fair settlement, amnesty for strikers, and the passage of
the Minnesota Public Employment Labor Relations Act to strengthen workers’ right
to bargain and strike.47
Yet union militancy and broader social awareness did not always guarantee progressive
unity or union victories. For example, in a 1968 New York City strike, unionized teachers
clashed with African American and Puerto Rican residents over issues of local control.48
Moreover, poor economic conditions, coupled with a resurgence of conservative ideology, limited the ability of public sector unions to win reform solely through militant
action. Cities and states responded to the stagflation and recession of the 1970s by drastically cutting back on government spending. For example, California voters famously
enacted Proposition 13 to slash local property taxes, and after New York City reached the
brink of bankruptcy in 1975, the city significantly cut spending on schools.49
Conservatives, emboldened by growing public angst, found unionized government
workers to be a convenient scapegoat. Ironically, a $150 million loan from the teachers’
pension fund helped save New York City from bankruptcy.50 Yet the rise of this fiscal
conservativism and anti-union public sentiment led public sector unions to avoid public confrontations and increasingly focus on securing wins through progressive state
legislatures and at the bargaining table.51
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While federal, private sector bargaining laws have not been significantly amended
since 1947, progressive policymakers and worker advocates in many states—such as
Washington, Illinois, Minnesota, California, and New York—have expanded public
sector bargaining protections to workers who previously fell outside of traditional
bargaining regimes and lacked even basic workplace protections.52
Since the 1980s, public sector unions have targeted many organizing efforts at an
increasingly diverse set of workers in drives that often required the formation of wideranging coalitions and the passage of new legislation. For example, the SEIU began
organizing home care workers in California and Illinois beginning in the 1980s.53
While home care workers perform tasks essential to their elderly clients and clients
with disabilities—such as meal preparation, medication reminders, transportation,
and companionship—they are notoriously low paid. These workers, who are disproportionately women of color and immigrants, were not even covered under federal
minimum wage protections until 2015.54
In 1999, Los Angeles County became the first jurisdiction to recognize home care
workers’ bargaining rights after 12 years of organizing, when 74,000 workers voted
to join the SEIU.55 Yet, before these workers could vote, worker advocates had to win
the support of workers that did not share a common worksite; build coalitions with
consumers; and fight for both the state- and county-level authorizing legislations.56
In the late 1980s, California home care workers began to petition state Medicaid
systems for bargaining rights as well as status as public employees.57 Although
many of these workers are paid through federal and state Medicaid funds, they were
often employed by clients who retained the ability to supervise, hire, and fire them.
Legislative success hinged on the creation of a bargaining system that would not
significantly limit consumer control and, consequently, win the support of disability
rights advocates.58 Three separate pieces of California legislation enacted in 1992 and
1993 were used to create a system in which the state government would continue
to administer state and federal funds to support home care work; consumers would
maintain independent control; and local governments were empowered to create public authorities that would become the employers of record for home care workers.59
Former California assemblywoman Gwen Moore championed bargaining rights for
home care workers at the state level; however, securing county level support was more
difficult. Ultimately, after a massive campaign that included picketing, letter writing,
and other forms of protest, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors voted to
establish a public authority in 1997.60
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By 2015, 14 states had enacted legislation to allow home care workers to organize,
allowing hundreds of thousands of them to be represented by public sector unions.61
In addition, unions in a number of cities and states are organizing for numerous occupations that are funded with taxpayer support, including child care workers, charter
school teachers, and adjunct professors.62
The same communities that enacted policies in the 1960s and 1970s allowing public sector workers to bargain and that continued to expand bargaining rights to public workers
in the decades that followed will likely also work to ensure that public sector unions can
maintain existing membership levels after the Janus decision. Yet, even in states where
government workers have little power, workers are increasingly joining together to assert
their right to bargain, and they are pressuring policymakers to recognize their demands.
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Public sector unions today
Today, unions continue to benefit ordinary Americans by raising worker pay and
benefits; combating racial and economic inequality; helping ensure government
services are of high quality; and giving workers a strong voice in our democracy.
However, years of conservative attacks on unions are affecting their ability to deliver
on larger societal benefits.
Unionized workers are able to negotiate for better pay and benefits than nonunion
workers—a concept known as the “union wage premium.” According to research
conducted in 2012 by Richard B. Freeman and Eunice Han, in states with strong
public sector bargaining laws, the union wage premium for government workers is 10
percent.63 And recent analysis from the Economic Policy Institute finds that the overall
wage premium for unionized government workers is 8 percent, while the overall compensation premium—which includes the value of pay and benefits—is 9 percent.64
As a result, public unions help to narrow the pay gap between private and public sector
workers. Yet corporate interest groups have long claimed that bargaining rights for
government workers are a bad deal for taxpayers because they allowed public sector
unions to bargain for lavish pay and benefits packages. This is a myth. Government
workers receive lower pay and benefits than comparable private sector workers.65
Moreover, the compensation gap—which includes wages and benefits—is much
larger in states that limit public sector bargaining. According to 2016 analysis from
the Economic Policy Institute, government workers in states that prohibit fair share
fees earn about 10 percent less than comparable private sector workers after adjusting for factors such as experience and education.66 In fair share states, the difference
is less than 1 percent.67
These effects are particularly important for women and black workers, since they are
significantly more likely to be public sector workers. Women account for nearly 57
percent of government workers but comprise only about 41 percent of private sector
workers.68 Similarly, black workers account for more than 12 percent of government
workers and 9 percent of private sector workers.69
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Furthermore, the benefits of unions can extend beyond the workers they represent. In
communities where unions are strong, all middle-class families benefit. For example,
low-income children who grow up in areas with higher union density tend to rank
relatively higher in income distribution as adults than those from areas with few union
members.70 And research comparing U.S. states found that statewide unionization
rates have a larger impact on the rates of poverty among working people than gross
domestic product (GDP) per capita and economic growth rates.71
Government unions also help increase the quality of public services and ensure that
taxpayers receive a good value. For example, research finds that school districts with
strong teachers’ unions do a better job of dismissing poorly performing teachers and
retaining high-quality teachers than districts with weaker unions.72
Indeed, unions provide government workers a mechanism through which they can
recommend more efficient uses of resources. For example, in 2015, unionized sanitation workers in Chicago saved the city more than $7 million by identifying more
efficient truck routes.73 Moreover, SEIU locals have partnered with the two largest
municipal health systems in the United States—NYC Health + Hospitals and the Los
Angeles County Department of Health Services—to institute quality improvement
programs that resulted in improved patient outcomes, among other benefits. These
improvements, for example, included reducing asthma readmission rates among children; increasing patient satisfaction and lowering wait times; and decreasing workplace safety hazards.74
In addition, public sector unions often fight for improvements that benefit the larger
community at the bargaining table. Teachers’ unions are increasingly fighting for
smaller class sizes, expansion of public preschool programs, and less severe school
disciplinary measures; home care worker unions advocate for better training requirements that increase the quality of care; and public maintenance workers push for
improvements to local infrastructure.75
Some unions are pushing even further. For example, the Chicago Teachers Union
used its 2015 contract negotiations to expand access to medical and mental health
services for students and to expand funding for aftercare programs.76 Meanwhile, in
2012, Oakland city workers launched a successful campaign against predatory banking practices that were harming taxpayers; and, in Massachusetts, unionized child
protective services workers partnered with the state to launch systemwide reforms
after a child in the system was killed.77
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Finally, unions benefit ordinary Americans by giving them a stronger voice in our
democracy. Unions are one of the few interest groups in American society with the
power to successfully advocate for economic policies that help the working class and
to serve as a counterbalance the corporate lobby. At the federal level, unions were
instrumental in the passage of the Affordable Care Act and in successfully defending it from repeal.78 And unions have been leading the fight to raise state and local
minimum wage laws.79 Moreover, research shows that voter turnout is higher in
communities where unions are strong since union members are more likely to vote
and often support get-out-the-vote efforts.80
However, as previously discussed, conservative lawmakers and corporate lobbyists are
fighting to dismantle workers’ hard-fought gains. This decades-long attack on workers’
rights is chipping away at power of unions and their ability to build a strong middle
class. Overall union membership rates have fallen for nearly 50 years along with the
share of income that goes to middle-class families. The top 20 percent of households
in terms of income now earn a majority of U.S. income—51.5 percent—whereas, in
1968, they earned just 42.6 percent.81
Moreover, studies show that state laws that eliminate fair share fees are associated with
a nearly 10 percentage-point reduction in union membership rates and a 3 percent
reduction in wages, compared with non-right-to-work states.82
At lower membership levels, it is harder for unions to win strong collective bargaining
agreements or broader societal benefits since they have less ability to fund this work,
and they have less sway in negotiations, as employers do not see large-scale strikes or
other labor actions as a consequence of inaction. When workers are unable to effectively bargain within the established legal framework, they may be more likely to resort
to unauthorized workplace actions—as was the case in the recent teachers’ strikes in
West Virginia, Kentucky, and Arizona—because they have no alternative options.
Finally, restricting public sector bargaining rights also reduces the quality of government services. After Gov. Scott Walker (R-WI) signed into law the highly controversial
Wisconsin Act 10—a law that virtually eliminated collective bargaining rights for government workers—teacher turnover rates increased and teacher experience, or years in
the classroom, dropped significantly.83 Emerging research by E. Jason Baron finds that
the Wisconsin law reduced statewide student achievement, especially on science and
math assessments in already lower-performing schools.84 Baron presents evidence that
this was potentially due to increased teacher turnover.85
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While the Janus decision represents a significant threat to government workers, it is part
of a much larger concerted attack on the right of workers to come together in unions,
threatening not only the labor movement but also the American middle class. State and
local policymakers who care about working families cannot afford to ignore this fight.
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Policies to support
government workers
Nearly 60 years after Wisconsin became the first state to enact a law recognizing public
sector collective bargaining rights in 1959, more than one-third of state and local
government workers are protected by a union contract.86 Yet state laws allowing these
workers to join unions and collectively bargain vary tremendously. Moreover, the Janus
decision threatens to significantly erode union membership levels, weaken unions’
power at the bargaining table, and reduce workers’ pay and benefits.
Ideally, the federal government would act to enshrine the right of all government
workers to bargain collectively and strengthen public sector bargaining rights in many
of the ways described below. However, in its current makeup, it is highly unlikely that
this Congress would enact such a reform or that President Trump would sign such a
proposal into law. Despite his promises to look out for working people, Trump and
his administration are weakening dozens of federal protections of working people.
These actions range from derailing an expansion of overtime coverage for 4.2 million
Americans to making it harder for workers to bargain with corporations to filing a
court brief in the Janus case that opposed union workers.87
Yet, even with a lack of action at the federal level, state and local policymakers have significant power to mitigate the negative effects of the Janus decision. Columnists, labor
union representatives, and worker advocates are debating the proper response to the
Janus decision, with ideas ranging from litigation that challenges laws limiting which
public sector workers can bargain and what they can bargain over to legislation that
would require the government—rather than individual workers—to pay union dues.88
This report focuses on the types of policies that can help public sector unions maintain
their strength by attracting and retaining members as well as on policies to strengthen
unions’ negotiating power at the bargaining table. City and state policymakers should
adopt reforms to strengthen members’ knowledge and commitment to their union;
respect the ability of unions to provide meaningful goods to workers; and strengthen
unions’ leverage at the bargaining table through enhanced arbitration and strike procedures. While some of these reforms will require passage of new laws, others could be
achieved through regulatory changes or administrative guidance.
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Ensure new public employees learn about
the benefits of union membership
Union participation in new hire orientations can help to ensure that workers understand their rights on the job, the role of the union, the benefits of participation, and
opportunities for leadership on common workplace priorities. Indeed, new employees
that receive such an orientation are more likely to become union members and make
long-term commitments to the union.89
However, orientations about union membership frequently occur outside of the
workplace and after hours, when it is much harder for new employees to participate.
According to a 2017 study from Jobs With Justice—an advocacy organization for
workers’ rights—and Penn State University, only slightly more than one-third of
new union members report having participated in an orientation regarding their
union, and only slightly more than half of new members had contact with their
union in their first month on the job.90
These sorts of orientations will become increasingly important as Baby Boomers working in the public sector retire. According to a survey conducted by the Center for State
and Local Government Excellence, nearly half of state and local governments reported
that there was an uptick in retirements in 2016.91 And given that the overall unionization rate hovers at 11 percent, few new hires—and particularly young workers—will
have previous interactions with unions.
City and state policymakers should enact policies to ensure that, during their official
new hire orientations, workers receive training about their rights under the law and the
benefits of unionization. Orientations should also explain the collective bargaining agreement and provide opportunities for new members to become involved in the union.
Research finds that that in-person orientations lasting at least one hour are most effective at increasing member commitment.92 However, even when government employee
orientations are shorter in duration or conducted online, workers should receive information about the benefits of union membership.
A number of states—including California, Maryland, New York, New Jersey, and
Washington—recently created requirements for union involvement in new hire orientations.93 For example, the New Jersey Legislature enacted legislation that would grant
unions at least 30 minutes of access to workers within 30 days of hire for the purposes of
a new hire orientation.94 This spring, Washington enacted legislation that would require
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that unions have at least 30 minutes of access to public employees within 90 days of their
hire and require the union presentation to occur during regular work hours at the worksite or at a location mutually agreed upon by the employer and the union.95
Finally, in 2017, California lawmakers enacted an Assembly bill—A.B. 119—that
requires public employers to give unions representing a workplace access to employee
orientations.96 While the bill originally included specific requirements on the structure and duration of the meeting, it was later amended to reflect the fact that new hire
orientation processes vary significantly across the public sector workforce.97 Instead,
the enacted law requires “the structure, time, and manner” of a union’s access to be
determined through mutual agreement between the union and the employer. It also
requires that interest arbitration be used to settle disputes.

Allow unions to communicate with workers
through modern and convenient means
Workers and labor organizations must be able to communicate with each other as they
work to form unions and collectively bargain for wages and benefits. While ongoing
member outreach has always been essential, the ability of unions to maintain membership rates following the Janus decision will depend on their ability to communicate the
benefits of membership and respond rapidly to workers’ needs.
Today, workers typically prefer to communicate with their union via email or cell
phone or at meetings on the worksite. Within the workplace, old-fashioned bulletin
boards have been replaced by new methods of communication, including human
resources platforms on which workers fill out time sheets, manage benefits selection,
and receive important information from their employer.
Yet, too often, existing state and local laws are silent or hopelessly out-of-date when it
comes to requiring the provision of worker contact information to unions and allowing workers to meet and discuss union issues on government property. Even in some
states that require employers to share contact information with workers’ exclusive
representatives, the law sometimes simply requires them to provide workers’ home
addresses to the union.98
Indeed, ongoing worker engagement programs—including the use of worker
surveys, bargaining committees, and house calls—lead to higher union win rates
and increases in postelection membership levels, according to academics Kate
Bronfenbrenner and Tom Juravich.99 As a result, anti-worker groups are attacking
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even simple reforms that ensure that workers are able to communicate with each
other and are using worker contact information to dissuade them from joining a
union. State and local policymakers should require public employers to provide
unions all necessary contact information for workers, including cell phone numbers
and email addresses, and they should ensure that workers are allowed to sign up for
union membership electronically.
To protect workers’ privacy, this information should only be accessible to the exclusive representative of a worker or to labor organizations during organizing drives.
California takes a similar approach to voter data. The state’s election code states that
voters’ home addresses, telephone numbers, and email addresses are available to candidates for public office but are not open to the public.100
Additionally, worker representatives should have regular access to worksites so that
they can communicate with existing and potential members. Policymakers could help
facilitate worksite access by enacting laws and guidance to allow union meetings to
occur at worksites; ensure union leaders can access worksites without prior approval;
and grant unions access to worksite bulletin boards, mail and email, and allow union
information to be posted on human resources platforms.
For example, California’s aforementioned A.B. 119 requires public employers to provide regularly updated member contact information to union representatives, including
workers’ names; job titles and work locations; email and home addresses; and work,
home, and personal cellphone numbers.101 The public employers are required to report
this information at the time of hire and update all information for public workers at least
every 120 days. In order to protect workers’ privacy, this information is not accessible via
public disclosure requests and is only available to the exclusive representative of a worker.
In addition, this year, the New Jersey Legislature enacted the Workplace Democracy
Enhancement Act, which would require public employers to provide and regularly
update worker contact information while also allowing employee organizations to
meet in government buildings and use the public employee email system to communicate with members.102 And, in 2015, Oregon enacted legislation that shields public
employees’ personal information from public records requests.103
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Modernize dues collection
Automatic payroll deduction allows workers to sign-up in advance to transmit their
dues payment directly from their paycheck to their designated union. This benefits
unions by allowing worker organizations to concentrate on adequately representing
member interests rather than collecting dues. Payroll dues deduction has been shown
to have a small positive effect on wages.104 Yet, increasingly, it is under attack.
Automatic payroll deduction is a secure and convenient way for workers to pay union
dues. In addition, this method of dues payment has long been used to ensure consistent funding for worker organizations. In fact, it was a major demand of the Memphis
sanitation workers in their 1968 strike.105 According to the Economic Policy Institute,
as of 2010, 83 percent of public sector workers worked in states that permitted dues
to be paid through automatic payroll deduction—although not all of these workers
necessarily worked under a union contract with automatic payroll deduction.106
Moreover, in an effort to destabilize unions, corporate interest groups are increasingly
advancing state legislation to prevent public employees from paying dues through
payroll deduction. For example, the corporate-backed American Legislative Exchange
Council (ALEC) has developed model legislation to bar payroll dues deduction
for public employees.107 Unfortunately, since the Economic Policy Institute study, a
number of states—including Wisconsin, Iowa, and Michigan—have enacted laws to
prevent public sector workers from paying their dues through payroll deduction.108
Conservatives often claim that taxpayers should not support dues collection since
unions engage in lobbying activities.109 Yet public employers allow workers to use payroll deductions to contribute to retirement and health benefits even though companies
providing these benefits spend millions of dollars on lobbying activities every year.110
Moreover, states sponsor combined charitable giving campaigns that allow workers to
contribute to a variety of advocacy groups through payroll deductions.111 And the cost
to states of setting up automatic payroll deduction is negligible.112
Pro-worker lawmakers should adopt policies to ensure that all public employees can
pay dues through payroll deduction, and they should oppose any efforts to limit these
rights. Beyond the basic right to dues deduction, states should also enact policies
to require efficient processing of dues deduction requests and ensure that workers
can sign up for dues deduction by modern and efficient means, including electronically and via telephone. Some states have already taken steps. Minnesota’s collective
bargaining law expressly states that unionized employees may use payroll deduction to
pay dues.113 In its 2018-2019 budget, New York passed a new requirement that public
employers initiate payroll deduction within 30 days of a worker joining the union.114
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And California is debating a proposal to improve the processing of dues by requiring enhanced union oversight of the process.115 Finally, Oregon’s Employee Relations
Board is debating regulations that would allow workers to submit authorization statements electronically or via telephone.116
In addition, lawmakers can bolster consistent dues payments by requiring workers
to commit to pay dues for a full year at a time or by affirmatively allowing unions and
employers to negotiate over this issue. Doing so would also help prevent problems akin
to issues of adverse selection in insurance markets—essentially, where workers could
choose to join the union only when they need the union to represent them in a grievance
with their employer. Delaware and New Jersey have both enacted legislation that creates
a window of time each year in which a worker can opt out of dues payments.117

Strengthen workers’ power at the bargaining table
In order to negotiate a fair contract, both workers and employers must have power at
the bargaining table as well as incentives to compromise. Yet, too often, state laws governing the negotiation process are stacked against government workers, giving recalcitrant employers little motivation to bargain or compromise. By strengthening contract
dispute resolution procedures and granting workers the right to strike, pro-worker
policymakers can help to equalize power between workers and employers, allowing for
more productive bargaining.
The power of workers and employers in labor negotiations is in large part derived from
their mutual dependence on each other. In the most basic terms, workers depend on
their employers to provide decent pay and working conditions, while employers depend
on their workforce for a consistent supply of skilled labor.118 This shared dependency
gives employers and workers a reason to come to the bargaining table. However, existing
state laws often make it difficult for workers to leverage their power. Today, government
employers typically feel little threat of workers withholding their labor since only 20 percent enjoy legal strike protections.119 As a result, the vast majority of public sector workers risk significant penalties and even firing if they engage in a strike or work stoppage.
And while states often provide arbitration requirements for disputes between labor
and management as a substitute for the ability to strike, too often these laws provide
only weak incentives for recalcitrant employers to negotiate in good faith. In theory,
neutral arbitrators are supposed to help both parties come to agreement when negotiations stall and, to the extent that parties do not want an arbitrator to side against them,
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provide incentive for good faith bargaining. However, during the contract negotiation process, less than 10 percent of public employees are covered by strong binding
arbitration laws, which require both sides to adhere to the finding of the arbiter when
negotiations do not produce an agreement. In contrast, nearly one-third of all government workers are covered by fact-finding arbitration requirements that do not include
final binding agreements.120
At the time these laws were enacted, some argued that awarding public sector workers strike rights and strong arbitration protections would distort the political process,
jeopardize public safety, and lead to runaway pay since labor costs could not be constrained by competition.121
However, research shows that this is not the case. Compared with weaker collective bargaining protections, strong strike and arbitration protections lead to a small
but significant pay increase. For example, a 2015 report from the Economic Policy
Institute found that employees with legal strike protections earn 2 percent to 5 percent
more than those without it. In addition, the report found that nonbinding arbitration
resulted in 2 percent to 5 percent lower wages than other resolution procedures.122
Proponents of limited strike protections also argue that strikes could jeopardize
public safety if they involved firefighters or police officers, for example. However,
current laws prohibiting workers from striking reach far beyond these professions.
Recalcitrant employers in states with weak penalties may see stalled negotiations as
beneficial since they can preserve the status quo and, consequently, erode workers’
support for their union.
Moreover, research shows that strike activity may be higher in states where workers have
weak or no collective bargaining protections. Reviewing 15 years of data and jurisdictional requirements on “duty to bargain,” binding arbitration, and right-to-strike laws,
Princeton University economists concluded that strike costs were highest in “jurisdictions that provide no explicit framework for bargaining or dispute resolution.”123
Recent actions by teachers in Arizona, Kentucky, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and
West Virginia certainly appear to substantiate this research.124 Teachers in these states
have long voiced frustration over their salaries, which are far below the national average, and falling state investments in schools.125 Yet they have little bargaining power, as
the law in every one of these states provide teachers with neither the right to strike nor
mandatory arbitration procedures. As a result, teachers must risk penalties and even
firing by engaging in illegal work stoppages and strikes to collectively raise wages.
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Not surprisingly, these strikes have enjoyed wide-ranging support. According to a
2018 Ipsos/NPR poll, three-quarters of Americans agree with the statement that
“public school teachers have the right to strike,” including 67 percent of Republicans,
71 percent of rural respondents, and 75 percent of respondents from the South.126
Pro-worker policymakers can strengthen workers’ negotiating power by adopting
legislation that would permit government workers who are not essential to public
safety to legally strike when contract negotiations fail. These laws should ban permanent striker replacements and allow workers to strike over failure to bargain, contract
noncompliance, and legislative actions that affect working conditions. In addition, for
most government employees, arbitration should function as a complement to rather
than a substitute for the right to strike. Policymakers should require employers and
workers to submit to mandatory mediation and binding arbitration if contract negotiations run past a fixed period of time.
Currently, teachers have the right to strike in just 12 states, and some states similarly
permit other state employees who are not essential to public safety to strike.127 For
example, Illinois law excludes only police, firefighters, and paramedics from the right
to strike.128 Other jurisdictions award workers mandatory arbitration rights but not the
ability to strike—this includes the District of Columbia, which mandates arbitration
when labor negotiations have stalled.129 Indeed, even in the most progressive cities and
states, lawmakers could significantly bolster workers’ power at the bargaining table.

Recognize the ability of unions to deliver
meaningful training and benefits
By banning fair share fees, the Janus decision allows workers to receive all the benefits
of unionization without having to pay the cost of negotiating. Even in the most proworker communities, it will be difficult for government unions to prevent freeriding
and to maintain membership levels at existing rates. However, state and local policymakers can help unions to retain and recruit members by recognizing the role that
unions can take in delivering needed goods to workers.
While union membership rates in most countries have been in decline for the past
20 years, countries that have adopted systems in which unions provide needed goods
have not experienced a similar erosion in membership levels. For example, Belgium’s
Ghent system provides unions a role in the delivery of unemployment benefits. While
the government funds the unemployment insurance system, citizens can choose to
access benefits through union-affiliated pay bodies or an independent agency.130
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The basic idea behind this system, according to CAP’s David Madland, is that “worker
organizations have a formal role in making certain government programs work better,
and they then use the relationships built with workers during this process to recruit
new members to help pay the costs of industrywide bargaining.”131 Unemployed
workers in Belgium typically choose to access benefits through union funds because
they are generally seen as the superior and more accessible service provider.132 While
government funds are available only for the administration of this project and cannot
be used to fund other union activities, the relationships built with workers during this
process help Belgian unions to recruit new members.
This concept could be adapted to work in American cities and states in order to
improve the performance of a range of programs oriented toward the workforce—such
as training, benefits, and even enforcement of worker protections. In fact, a number of
cities and states are developing programs to do just that.

Training partnerships
While Ghent-like training programs are far from common, the closest examples in
the United States are partnerships adopted in a number of cities and states to provide
workers occupation-specific training. The programs, often created in partnership
with employers, have helped improve government services while allowing workers to
advance in their careers, fulfill certification requirements, and receive pay increases.
For example, in 2001, after voters in the state of Washington allowed home care
workers to organize, SEIU 775 partnered with the state and private employers to
provide required training to workers through the SEIU Healthcare NW Training
Partnership.133 The training, which coincided with pay increases, helped professionalize the workforce and improve the quality of care. In order to be certified, home care
workers must now complete 75 hours of training and comply with ongoing continuing
education requirements.134
The state of New York has had similar success with family child care providers; the
workers’ union helps to ensure adherence to quality standards by providing training and technical assistance.135 And New York has long partnered with the Public
Employees Federation and the Civil Service Employees Association through joint
labor-management partnerships in an effort to deliver continuing education to state
employees.136 Online and in-person courses are offered to union members across a
number of occupational groups, including auditing and accounting; education and
research; engineering and transportation; health care; information technology; law
and criminal justice; and social work and counseling.137
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In addition, AFSCME has partnered with Eastern Gateway Community College, a public community college in Ohio, to offer free online courses up to an associate degree to
members and their families.138 And, for the past 30 years, the AFT has offered a train-thetrainer academy for educators. The program trains hundreds of trainers annually, who
then work through local union-district partnerships to provide professional development
to thousands of teachers in dozens of communities every year—including all new teachers in the Pinellas County, Florida, and Cleveland, Ohio, school districts.139
In June of this year, voters in San Francisco, California, approved an initiative that will
use a modest tax increase to fund a program to increase early childhood teacher pay
and training opportunities while dramatically expanding access to affordable child care
to low- and moderate-income city residents.140 Voters in Alameda County came very
close to enacting a similar measure in the June 2018 election. In addition to increasing
access to high-quality child care along with worker pay and training opportunities, the
initiative would have allowed workers to voluntarily contribute to a nonprofit worker
organization through payroll deduction.141 The initiative—which required a two-thirds
majority to pass—was supported by almost 65 percent of voters.
Moreover, city and state policymakers are beginning to explore partnerships with labor
organizations to provide training on universally needed knowledge and skills. These
sorts of cross-government training programs could include emergency preparedness;
navigation of retirement and health care benefits; and sexual harassment prevention;
as well as trainings on skills broadly needed for career advancement such as management training and leadership development.
For example, in December 2017, the Los Angeles City Council amended its airport
living wage ordinance to require employees to attend union-provided trainings that
prepare them to respond in cases of extreme weather, active shooters, terrorist attacks,
and other emergencies.142 While the public facility is staffed by workers employed by
private contractors, similar trainings could be valuable for public schools, universities,
health care facilities, and government buildings.
That same year, Gov. Kate Brown (D-OR) signed an executive order that will improve
and expand training focused on core skill sets common to all state employees. The
order provides the state with an opportunity to replicate the success of job-specific
training programs like those for home care with the broader government workforce
across hundreds of occupations.143
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These sorts of programs could be significantly expanded, which would go a long way in
meeting the needs of state and local employees, who frequently report that inadequate
training reduces their ability to be effective at work and advance in their careers.144 For
example, in 2015, more than 40 percent of state government employees in Michigan
reported that they did not agree with the statement, “I receive the training I need to do
a quality job.”145 Recent surveys of San Antonio, Texas, and Minneapolis, Minnesota,
municipal employees have yielded similar results.146
Moreover, insufficient training opportunities can reduce the quality of public services. Public sector labor-management training partnerships can help to mitigate
this problem by providing workers with needed skills that increase productivity and
service quality as well as workers’ commitment to their employer and their union.
Joint training partnerships can also provide significant value to government employers.
Large public sector unions may be able to more efficiently provide training than small
municipal governments or even individual state agencies. And union partnership can
help to ensure programmatic longevity since unions would help to support these sorts
of initiatives during annual budget decisions.
State and local government should partner with unions on any new and existing training programs. This will help to ensure that public employees have access to growing
sectors and advancement opportunities while simultaneously raising the quality of
services. These strategies could include instituting new training requirements for specific occupations; requiring all public sector workers to receive training on universally
needed skills; and creating and securing dedicated funding for joint labor-management
training partnerships to administer these programs.
Research demonstrates that governments receive significant benefits from supporting these sorts of training partnerships. The restructuring of the home care industry
in Washington state has helped to build a more professionalized workforce and has
improved the quality of care.147 Among states, Washington ranks highest in quality
of long-term health care services and supports, according to a 2017 report from the
AARP Public Policy Institute.148 And, in New York, nearly 80 percent of participants
in the state employee training program report that the instruction will help them to
perform their job more efficiently.149
Research also shows that on-the-job training can have a significant effect on worker
productivity. For example, economists Daron Acemoglu and Jörn-Steffen Pischke
found that on-the-job training may be equally, if not more, important as formal schooling in determining productivity.150 Likewise, research on employer-sponsored training
programs in Belgium and Great Britain has found that training is a good investment for
employers because it increases worker productivity faster than wage rates.151
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Enhance benefits and protections for workers
While labor-management training partnerships are the most developed Ghent-like
partnerships in the United States, cities and states are also thinking creatively about
how to deliver meaningful benefits and to protect the rights of an increasing number
of workers represented by government unions. In some cases, labor-management
partnerships could be used to help workers to obtain supplemental or better benefits
than their direct employer or to combat wage theft and other workplace violations by
including community and worker organizations in enforcement efforts.
State and local governments should provide funding and recognize the authority of
unions to help provide benefits to workers and identify violations of workplace laws.
Already, a number of public sector unions have experience helping employers sign up
members for benefits or directly providing benefits to workers. During these interactions, unions also provide information on the union and allow workers to sign up for
benefits and union membership at the same time.
Even in situations where workers already receive health and retirement benefits, unions
have found that workers derive significant benefit from supplemental benefits such as
dental and liability insurance. For example, the Committee of Interns and Residents
(CIR)—an SEIU affiliate that represents more than 15,000 residents and interns at both
public and private hospitals nationwide—uses Taft-Hartley-like multiemployer funds
in order to provide workers at its public hospitals supplemental benefits, such as dental
insurance and support for continuing education.152 Hospitals employing these workers
gain significantly since the union takes on the burden of signing up workers who, due to
educational commitments, typically stay only three years—the length of residency. The
union has found that the residents are highly likely to sign on to becoming dues-paying
members at the same time that they sign up for benefits.
Similarly, teachers’ unions have significant experience providing insurance to workers. In states where teachers are prevented from bargaining, affiliates of the NEA
and the AFT provide benefits, including occupational liability insurance and legal
defense protections.153
Seattle provides another example of a novel approach to raising standards for workers—in this case, domestic workers, who include home care workers. A proposed
domestic workers’ “bill of rights” would establish a city commission—made up of
workers and employers—to set and monitor fair wages, benefits, and working conditions for domestic workers.154
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Of course, union-provided benefits should not be used as a substitute for higher-quality employer-provided benefits. However, union provision of benefits may be valuable
to traditional employees and short-term government employees as well as workers
who are employed by a private sector company or an individual but whose jobs are
supported with government funds.
Workers in these publicly supported jobs—including home care workers and charter
school teachers—frequently face poor working conditions.155 These employees are
frequently excluded from traditional public employee benefits systems, face greater
employer opposition to unionization, and may be more susceptible to wage theft or
other workplace law violations. For example, in a survey conducted for a 2009 report
by the National Employment Law Project, the University of Illinois at Chicago, and
the University of California, Los Angeles, nearly 83 percent of home care workers
reported overtime violations, and 90 percent were required to work off-the-clock in
the previous year.156
Poor working conditions can also result in lower-quality services for the public. For
example, research finds that the annual turnover rates of teachers in charter schools are
twice as high as those at traditional public schools, who typically receive higher pay,
significantly better retirement benefits, and are much more likely to be unionized.157
Moreover, governments can better enforce workplace laws on publicly supported
work and empower workers to stand up for their rights by providing grants to worker
organizations that have regular contact with vulnerable populations. This would allow
worker organizations to more effectively monitor workplace conditions and help victims to remedy the violations.158
For example, Los Angeles has long used a Joint Labor Compliance Monitoring
Program to enforce its prevailing wage laws. The city’s Bureau of Contract
Administration trains and gives workers credentials to interview employees of contractors and subcontractors at their worksites in order to ensure that they are being paid
the legal wage standard.159 More recently, the California Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement has sought to implement a similar strategy to enforce wage violations.160
Likewise, San Francisco and Seattle have implemented community enforcement
programs, providing grants to community organizations to help enforce workplace
standards.161 The programs fund recipients in an effort to educate workers about their
rights, attempt to informally solve disputes directly with employers, and refer victims
to the appropriate enforcement agency, guiding workers through the legal process.
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Research demonstrates that workers, government employers, and taxpayers can all
benefit from programs that include unions in the provision of meaningful goods. For
example, in fiscal year 2014, more than 85 percent of wage theft complaints in San
Francisco were submitted through community partner groups. And, in large part due
to this partnership, the city was able to return more than $4.5 million in back wages
and interest to workers.162
By adopting and expanding on these existing programs that provide important goods
in partnership with unions, cities and states can improve existing government services
for workers and taxpayers.
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Conclusion
Strong public sector unions help to build the American middle class, fight against
systematic racial disparities, and ensure that everyday Americans have a voice in our
democracy. Yet the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Janus v. AFSCME is part of a
decades-long attack by corporate interests that is weakening the power of American
workers on the job and in government.
In the middle of the last century, state and local policymakers played a critical role in
recognizing and protecting the right of public sector workers to organize into unions.
It is up to today’s pro-worker policymakers and advocates to band together to support
government workers and their right to come together in strong public sector unions in
the 21st century.
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